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STATEMENT OF FACTS

The Parties

1. Vemma Holdings Incorporated is an airline holding company. It is the successor of

Bonooru Airways.

2. The Federal Republic of Mekar is a state in the Greater Narnian Region.

3. Vemma Holdings Incorporated which is an airline holding company submitted to

arbitration through Notice of Arbitration a dispute concerning unfair treatment of

Vemma’s investment in Caeli airways.

4. Trying to privatize, Mekar sold a controlling stake in the State-owned Caeli airways, then

set up a bidding process, receiving bids from other airlines. Vemma’s bid was successful

and acquired 85% stake in Caeli Airways while Mekar retained 15% ownership through

Mekar Air services Ltd. Since Vemma has grown Caeli Airways to be producing net

profit. Mekar State organs began to impede their efforts.

5. The CCM (Competition Commission of Mekar) initiated an investigation that was in

direct contradiction to the laws of Mekar and the CEPTA. According to the Monopoly

and Restrictive Trade Practice Act as amended 2009, the CCM is not allowed to initiate

an investigation on Caeli Airways when their market shares were only 43%. Since there

were no grounds for collusion, the fines associated with the first CCM investigation were

seen to be arbitrary and unfair. The caps implemented on Caeli Airways were seen to be

unreasonable.

6. In late 2016, the Mekari Currency started to depreciate and they drastically began to

change their economic policies. In view of this fact, the Mekari still required that Caeli

Airways continue to price their services in MON. This negatively affected their business,



they also began to lose profit. The Mekari Government did not periodically revise their

inflation rate and mitigate its effect. The government relieved the economic harm for

Caeli Airways’ competitors and this further damaged their business.



Part I: JURISDICTION

1. Establishing the Tribunal's sufficient jurisdiction is a top priority that must be addressed

immediately. As the economy has become more globalized, countries have begun to

engage in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), necessitating the development of laws and

tribunals to protect their interests and resolve any disputes that may emerge. The ICSID's

jurisdiction stems from the need to define what constitutes an "investment" and "investor

nationality," as well as whether an "investor-State dispute" exists. The Respondent has

challenged the standing of the Claimant as a party before the Tribunal.1

2. The claimant’s application to the Tribunal will thus provide an answer to the Tribunal to

prove that the claimant, Vemma Holdings Inc. has a legal standing before this tribunal

because: (a) The claimant meets the requirements of ratione personae as purported by

Article 9 of the 2014 Bonooru-Mekar CEPTA regardless of its State-Owned Enterprise

(SOE) status, (b) Interpretation of Article 9 of the CEPTA makes no grounds for the

exclusion of the Claimant from being a party to the proceedings, (c) There Claimant

passes the Aaron Broches Test as it was involved in a purely commercial activity. This

will lucidly be argued in the following submissions:

3. Article 9 of the CEPTA defines as investor as;

“a natural person with the nationality of a Party or an enterprise with the

nationality of a Party or seated in the territory of a Party that seeks to make, is

making or has made an investment in the territory of the other Party;

For the purposes of this definition, an enterprise of a Party is:

(a) an enterprise that is constituted or organised under the laws of that Party and

has substantial business activities in the territory of that Party; or

1 Response



(b) an enterprise that is constituted or organised under the laws of that Party and

is directly or indirectly owned or controlled by a natural person of that Party or

by an enterprise mentioned under paragraph (a)”.2

A. Claimant meets requirements of ratione personae

4. This definition is also espoused in the Cambridge dictionary.3[2] Article 9 of the CEPTA

and Article 1 of the BONOORU-MEKAR BIT, sets out two requirements to be met for

one to be classified as an investor. The first hurdle to be met is whether the entity in

question is a “natural person” or an “enterprise” and the second threshold is that the

entity should possess “citizenship of or permanently residing in one State in accordance

with its laws, or any enterprise incorporated or duly constituted in accordance with

applicable laws in that State, who makes the investment in the territory of the other

State”. Otherwise commonly referred to as Jurisdiction Ratione Personae requirement.

5. The claimant Vemma Holdings Incorporated is a company registered under the laws of

The Commonwealth of Bonooru in accordance with Article 70 of the Constitution Act,

1947.4[3] Article 9 provides that an “investor” can take the form of an actual person or in

the form of an enterprise which when explained under subsection a and b is simply

translated to be a juristic person developed under the laws of one of the contracting

parties.5[4]

6. The American case in Bank of Augusta v Earle6[5] the courts accepted the doctrine that a

juristic person is domestic in the state by which it was created. The ICSID has followed a

6 Bank of Augusta v Earle 38 U.S. 519 (1839)

5 1994 BONOORU-MEKAR BIT

4 Annex IV, Memorandum of Association of Vemma Holdings Inc. para 3h; Article 70 of

Constitution Act, 1947: Mobility Rights

3 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/investor: “a person who puts money into

something in order to make a profit or get an advantage”.

2 2014 BONOORU - MEKAR CEPTA p.73.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/investor


similar standpoint as alluded to in the decision in Tokios Tokeles v. Ukraine7[6] where the

tribunal concluded that “the state of incorporation defines “investors”. The mere fact that

Vemma Holdings Inc. is a juristic person incorporated under the laws of Bonooru satisfies

it to be classified as an investor under the definition espoused in Article 9.

B. Interpretation of Article 9 of CEPTA does not exclude the Claimant as an Investor

7. The Respondent makes an assertion that the act by the state of Bonooru of buying out

Vemma Holdings Inc and increasing its stake to 55% removes the private nature of the

claimant making it a State Owned Enterprise (SOE). This would thus simply mean that

Vemma Holdings application before this tribunal takes the nature of a State-State dispute

thus the loss of jurisdiction of this Tribunal. This submission is flawed in nature as

regardless of whether the Claimant is classified as an SOE, it still has a legal standing in

these proceedings.

8. Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) provides the rules of

interpretation which should be followed in this instance.It states that, “a treaty shall be

interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning given to the terms of

the treaty in their context and in light of its object and purpose”.8[7]

9. The definition clause in the CEPTA is silent on whether an investor can take the form of

an SOE and as such Article 31 will be implemented to interpret and clearly show that the

lack of an express mention is not a prohibition.

10. The Statement of Uncontested Facts alludes to the fact that both the States of Mekar and

Bonooru agreed to do away with the 1994 Bonooru-Mekar BIT and replace it with a

CEPTA which include a chapter on protection of investment which was previously

absent. 9[8]

a)   Context of Article 9 of the CEPTA

9 Facts, para 20

8 Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties

7 Tokios Tokelés v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/18.



11. It is thus paramount to refer to what was encapsulated in the definition of “investor”

under the BIT to give contest to the new definition under the CEPTA. Article 1 of the

BIT provides that, an “enterprise” means any entity constituted or organized under

applicable law, whether for profit or not, whether privately-owned or government-owned,

including any corporation, trust, partnership, sole proprietorship, joint venture, or other

association; and a branch of any such entity”.10[9]

12. If juxtaposed to the new definition under the CEPTA, the definition under the BIT

expressly included State-owned enterprises and it is thus context that should give

meaning to the silence on the inclusion by the CEPTA as a guiding principle on

interpretation.

13. The Claimant thus submits that the silence of the CEPTA on the issue was not meant to

be a prohibition but once “context” as a method of interpretation is applied, it is clear that

the intention of the legislature was not to exclude SOEs. This is in tandem with a

proposition made by one school of thought that provided that, “As long as there is no

express disqualification, SOE’s are protected by the current BIT regimes even when there

is no express provision in the words of the treaty”.11[10]

b)      Object and Purpose of Article 9 of the CEPTA

14. To fully grasp the object and purpose of Article 9, reference should be made to the

preamble of the CEPTA to give meaning to the term “investor”.

The preamble states that,

“THE COMMONWEALTH OF BONOORU and THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

MEKAR,

11 Annacker, ‘Protection and Admission of Sovereign Investment’ (n 44) 533–37, 539, 562;

Mark Feldman, ‘State-Owned Enterprises as Claimants in International Investment

Arbitration’ (2016) 31 ICSID Review 24, 35

10 1994 BONOORU-MEKAR BIT



hereinafter referred to as the “Contracting Parties,”

FURTHER strengthen their close economic relationship and bonds of friendship and

cooperation between them and their peoples;

CREATE an expanded and secure market for their goods and services through the

reduction or elimination of barriers to trade and investment;

ESTABLISH a comprehensive agreement that promotes economic integration to liberalise

trade and investment, bring economic growth and social benefits, create new

opportunities for workers and businesses, contribute to raising living standards, benefit

consumers, reduce poverty and promote sustainable growth;

PROMOTE transparency, good governance, and the rule of law, and eliminate bribery

and corruption in trade and investment”.12[11]

15. The main purpose of the CEPTA is to foster economic growth between the two states

with as much ease as possible by eliminating any barriers to the achievement of this goal

and in no way is there a mention of a distinction of private or sovereign investment.

16. Thus, the interpretation of “investor” under this light should be done under the scope of

ordinary meaning which in the eyes of a reasonable man and Article 31 it is inclusive of

all investors regardless of private or state ownership.

17. The Claimant thus employs this tribunal to employ the same standpoint in the utilization

of Article 31 of the VCLT as was done in the decision in Government of the Province of

East Kalimantan v PT Kaltim Prima Coal, where the Tribunal held that, “given that the

main basis for jurisdiction is an arbitration clause contained in a contract, the Tribunal

12 2014 BONOORU-MEKAR CEPTA



finds that nothing in the ICSID Convention prevents a State or its subdivisions or

agencies from appearing as claimant in an arbitration based on a contract”.13[12]

C. Exception - Aaron Broches Test

18. Aaron Broches sets out a test for the exclusion of an SOE to be a contracting party in an

ICSID dispute and the Claimant would like to make it clear that it is not in any

contravention of either of the two grounds of disqualification. Broches states that a SOE

can be disqualifies as a national of a contracting state if:

a. unless it is acting as an agent for the government (degree to which the state has

directed a SOE’s investment activities) or

b. is discharging an essentially governmental function (degree to which a SOE may

be performing investment activities with elements of governmental or regulatory

authority’.

19. The Respondent in their Response to the Notice of Arbitration clearly do concede that the

investment agreement was concluded before the State of Bonooru bought up more stake

in Vemma Holdings, meaning that the investment was concluded whilst Vemma was still

a private entity.

20. This means that at that “particular instance” the Claimant was acting on their own free

will for economic and profit purposes by investing into the Respondent’s state and not as

an agent of the government. Henceforth the exception fails at this instance.

21. A good precedent to substantiate this standpoint is Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka, A.S.

(CSOB) v Slovak Republic where the arbitral tribunal concluded that, “as long as a

transaction has a fundamental commercial character (in this case, it was loans made by

13 Government of the Province of Kalimantan v PT Kaltim Prima Coal and Others, Award on

Jurisdiction, ICSID Case No ARB/07/3 (28 December 2009) [178]



CSOB) and not a sovereign character, the jurisdictional requirements present under the

ICSID Convention would be satisfied”.14[13]

22. The Claimant act of acquiring the 85% stake in Caeli Airways, revamping its fleet among

other things was purely a commercial activity in which the State did not direct this

particular investment activity nor was it discharging a governmental function.

23. In conclusion, the above analysis has managed to answer the three main questions posed

at the beginning of this submission which where Whether the claimant under Article 9 of

the CEPTA can be qualified as an “investor” (jurisdiction ratione personae), whether the

claimant had an “investment” into Caeli Airways? and whether there is an “investor-State

dispute” (jurisdiction ratione materiae)?

24. These were all sufficiently answered in the affirmative, thus proving without a shadow of

a doubt that this tribunal indeed possesses the jurisdiction to adjudicate this dispute.

14 Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka AS v Slovak Republic, Decision on Objections to

Jurisdiction, ICSID Case No ARB/97/4 (24 May 1999) [27]



PART II: AMICUS CURIAE APPLICATIONS

25. The non-disputing party submission of CBFI should be granted and the submission of the
external advisors to CRPU should be rejected. The Tribunal has discretion to either grant
leave to the applicant to submit an amicus curiae brief or reject the application. The
Arbitral tribunal considers whether the applicant fulfils the criteria set out under the
rules15[22] as follows;

a. The non-disputing party submissions would assist the Tribunal in determining a

factual or legal issue related to the proceedings by bringing a perspective,

particular knowledge or insight that is different from that of the disputing parties.

b. The non-disputing party submission would address a matter within the scope of

the dispute.

c. The non-disputing party has a significant interest in the proceedings.

26. The issue of amicus participation under the newly introduced Rule 37(2) of the ICSID
Rules grants the tribunal discretion to allow third party submission briefs. 16[23] Both the
ICSID Rules and the Arbitral tribunal’s precedent affirm that the tribunal has jurisdiction
over the amicus application.

A. CBFI introduces a perspective, particular knowledge and insight that is different from

that of the disputing parties

27. The amicus applicant, Consortium of Bonoori Foreign Investors (CBFI), is a non-profit

industry association that represents Bonoori investors investing in the Greater Narnian

region and internationally. The CBFI is the national leader in public policy advocacy on

national and international business issues and is focused on fostering a strong,

16 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v United Republic of Tanzania [ICSID Case No.

ARB/05/22]

15 Article 41(3) of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules



competitive economic environment that facilitates growth and development of Bonooru

as well as the Greater Narnian region17[24].

28. CBFI possesses a wealth of knowledge and understanding of the business environment in

the Greater Narnia region and particularly in the state of Mekar. Members of the

Consortium include businesses of all sizes, in all sectors of the economy. CBFI, with its

diverse investors, understands best the impact of uncertainty on access to capital in

Greater Narnia, the aviation industry and the existing corporate framework.

B.  CBFI has a significant interest in the proceedings

29. In 2014, CBFI members cumulatively invested USD 59 billion in the Greater Narnian

region18[25]. This is a substantial amount of investment that is likely to be affected by the

decision of the tribunal in the resolution of the conflict between Vemma Holdings and

Mekar.

30. As national leaders in public policy advocacy, CBFI further has an interest in the

proceedings which potentially may result in a decision that drastically shifts the public

policy in investment matters.

31. Whereas arbitration is traditionally a largely confidential and private dispute resolution

mechanism, the involvement of a state in the investment context can lead to arbitral

decisions that affect a significantly broader range of actors than the two parties to the

dispute.19[26] The arbitrator, in granting the amicus submission of CBFI, ought to consider,

acknowledge, and accommodate for the impact of the investor-state arbitration on

broader public policy and third party interests. This creates a compelling basis for the

admission of an independent body of foreign investors as a non-disputing party to this

matter.

19 Amicus Curiae in International Investment Arbitration: The Implications of an increase in

Third-Party Participation By Eugenia Levine [page 205]

18Procedural Order No.3 (para 11)

17 Procedural Order 1 [line 505]



32. The acceptance of amicus submissions would have the additional desirable consequence

of increasing the transparency of investor-state arbitration. It also increases legitimacy of

international arbitral processes particularly when they involve states and matters of public

interest.20[27] The dispute between Vemma Holdings and Mekar has an imminent impact

on the general commercial relationship between Bonoori and Mekar which makes it a

valid matter of public interest.

33. In admitting amicus application for leave to submit amicus curiae briefs, the tribunal in

Aguas del Tunari, S.A V Bolivia 21[28], stated that they recognized that arbitration claims

with broad public impacts require processes that afford opportunities for public

awareness and participation. Similarly, the decision of this dispute will have a ripple

effect to the economic environment between Bonoori and Mekar, as such, an NGO that

represents foreign investors with interests in the region should make a contribution to the

dispute to ensure a fair and just outcome.

C. Independence of the Amicus

34. CBFI is an independent NGO which receives funding from neither the claimant nor the

respondent in this arbitral dispute. Whereas Vemma Holdings is a member of the

Consortium, pursuant to CBFI’s “amicus Brief Submissions Guidelines”, CBFI’s

Executive Committee cannot participate in discussions or votes in relation to a dispute in

which they have the conflict of interest. Vemma’s membership therefore has no chance of

influencing the resolutions and decisions of the consortium.

35. To judge the independence of the petitioner, it would be necessary to know the nature of

their professional and financial relationships with the claimant or respondent.22[29] In

relation to the External Advisors on the Committee of Public Utilities, the nature of their

relationship with the respondent illustrates bias and partiality as it involves financial

benefit.

22 Ibid ICSID Case No. ARB/03/17

21 ICSID Case No.  ARB/02/3

20 Suez v Argentina ICSID Case No. ARB/03/17



36. Transparency International has consistently scored Mekar between 30% and 36% on the

corruption index since the index’s creation.23[30] This revelation casts suspicion on the

credibility and authenticity of the evidence that External Advisors intend to submit to this

tribunal considering that they were contracted by the government during the negotiations.

This relationship manifests a conflict of interest.

37. The external Advisors to the Committee were remunerated with both a set fee and a

success fee as the sake price of the state of Mekar24. These facts put External Advisors to

the committee in a precarious position to have a selfish interest in the matter.

38. Furthermore, the External Advisors Committee does not possess unique information and

knowledge other than that of the disputing parties. This is because it directly participated

in the negotiations and transaction between Vemma Holdings and Mekar.

24Facts, line 630

23 Facts para. 12



PART III: MEKAR’S BREACH OF THE FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT

OBLIGATION

39. Mekari’s actions, either individually or taken together, breached Mekar’s commitment to

fair and equitable treatment in the CEPTA. Thus, Vemma is entitled to compensation.

40. Fair and equitable treatment is vague and based on relativity, but article 9.9 of the CEPTA

agreement draws instances of possible breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard.

The provision of Article 9.9 of the CEPTA as contained in paragraphs 2735.

41. The claimant argues that there was a denial of justice in criminal, civil or administrative

proceedings on grounds

A. Denial of justice in criminal, civil or administrative proceedings

(i)       Denial of justice need not be only an impediment to justice

42. A denial of justice would suffice where there is undue delay which results in the

frustration of justice 25[2]. In Krederi v. Ukraine26[3], the tribunal held that ”The classical

concept of a denial of "access to justice". ii) It may also stem from overly long

proceedings, pursuant to the old adage of "justice delayed, justice denied"

43. The Central’s bank long-standing policies of not responding to individual corporate

requests, coupled with the refusal of the Court Registrar for a separate hearing on interim

measures27[4]. In Paragraph 43 efforts were made by the claimant as they sent multiple

letters to the Central Bank to revise the inflation rates, to which it received responses

directing it to the Central’s bank long-standing policies of not responding to individual

corporate requests.

44. Also the refusal of the court Registrar for a separate hearing on interim measures was in

fact an act that impeded justice. In paragraph 44 of the uncontested facts, the claimant

27 Flughafen Zurich AG v Venezuela paras 636-41

26 ICSID, Award, 2 July 2018, para.449

25 Krederi v. Ukraine,ICSID, Award, 2 July 2018, para.451, para.452, para.453, para.454



lawyers urged for an immediate hearing to secure a stay on airfare caps, due to Caeli

Airways dire financial situation it faced. This plea for a separate interim hearing was

rejected by the Court registrar. it is submitted that the defendants in this case ought to

have taken positive steps to protect the investment of vemma as is the standard for fair

and equitable treatment.28[5]

45. In this particular case, the positive step that ought to be taken by the defendant to protect

the investment of the claimant was a justice oriented positive step. In that on grounds of

“protecting the interest of investors” especially due to the dire financial situation that the

investor in this case the claimant found themselves in.

46. The request for a revision of inflation rate by the central bank, and the request for a

separate interim hearing weren’t made out of vacuum. The reason for the request is

captured in paragraph 39 and paragraph 44, especially in light of the fact that the claimant

in this case carried out its business in MON which had nosedived, thus necessitating the

claimant appeal for removal of the air caps.

(ii) The prima facie dismissal of the merits of the claimants case

47. The dismissal of the claimant’s case on the examination of this request for temporary

injunction. (not heard on substance) was a denial of justice, thus the Respondent acted in

bad faith.

48. In the context of investment protection treaties, it is usually regarded as evidence of the

FET violation where there is irrational or abusive outcome going beyond mere

misapplication of the law, as was emphasized in Arif v. Moldova29[6], where the tribunal

held that The Tribunal holds that “The State can be held responsible for an unfair and

inequitable treatment of a foreign indirect investor if and when the judiciary breached the

standard by fundamentally unfair proceedings and outrageously wrong, final and binding

decisions.”

29 ICSID, Award, 8 April 2013, para.445

28 Total S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/1



49. Claimant argues that the dismissal of the claimant’s case on an interim basis without a

proper trial of the substance of the case constituted an impediment to justice, thus a

breach of fair and equitable treatment. The predatory nature of the respondent dismissal

of the claimant case on an interim basis is strengthened by the fact that Under Mekari

law; Caeli Airways has no further appeal.

50. In paragraph 54 of the uncontested facts, The respondent Court dismisses the merits of

the Applicant’s appeal at the point of an interim hearing, the implication of which made it

impossible for the claimant to appeal, because under Mekari law, the claimant had no

further appeal.

51. The claimant put it to this tribunal, that since the defendant in this case knew that the

claimant had no other place to run to for judicial redress, it would have been in the

interest of justice, and in the interest of Fair and equitable treatment as was stated in Arif

v. Moldova 30[7], to accord the claimant a fair proceeding on the substance of the case

rather than dismiss the case on an interim basis which was  outrageously wrong.

B. There was a fundamental breach of due process,

(i) fundamental breach of due process

52. Under international investment law, due process of law is often associated with notions of

denial of fairness in the administration of justice31[8]. In Petrobart v. Kyrgyz Republic

(II)32[9], the tribunal reasoned that where acts of a state cannot be regarded as anything

other than conscious attempts to deliberately prevent investors from asserting and

enforcing its legitimate rights, this is a clear perversion of the administration of justice to

which would have been entitled under any civilized system of law. Respondent did not

32 SCC, Award, 29 March 2005, para.[133]

31 Vandevelde, K. J., A Unified Theory of Fair and Equitable Treatment, International Law
and Politics, 2010, pp. 43-106, p. 89.

30 Supra) ICSID, Award, 8 April 2013, para.445. Lidercón v. Peru, ICSID, Award, 6 March
2020, para.167

https://nyujilp.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/43.1-Vandevelde.pdf
https://nyujilp.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/43.1-Vandevelde.pdf


follow due process. Due process standard requires fairness in government

procedure33[10]. This fairness requires host states to act transparently34[11].

53. The Respondent breached its due process obligation as there was no fairness or

transparency in the CCM’s decision to keep airline caps pending the second investigation.

Furthermore, Caeli representatives were unable to meet with the CCM’s officials to delay

the imposition of the fines35[12].

54. As has been submitted to this tribunal by the claimant, that the defendants in this case

administered justice in a seriously inadequate manner. The tribunal in Azinian v.

Mexico36[13] held that “A denial of justice could be pleaded if the relevant courts refuse

to entertain a suit, if they subject it to undue delay, or if they administer justice in a

seriously inadequate way. There is evidence from the facts that  such defects can be

ascribed to the Mekar proceedings in this case.” Thus, the defendants by dismissing the

substance of the claimant without a proper trial, was an inadequate administration of

justice.

(ii) Fundamental breach of transparency, in judicial and administrative proceedings

55. In Silver Ridge v. Italy37[14] the tribunal held that States are bound to respect

transparency on the basis of fair and equitable treatment. Claimant is challenging the

appointment of Mr. Rett Eichel Cavanaugh to adjudicate the dispute and the purported

enforcement of the arbitral award given by the Sinnoh Chamber of Commerce’s (“SCC”)

Arbitration Institute by the  High 1385 Commercial Court of Mekar.

37 ICSID, Award, 26 February 2021, para.413, para.414
36 ICSID, Award, 1 November 1999, para.102, para.10
35 Facts, Page 45.

34 Oshua Dean Nelson v Mexico, ICSID (2020), 358, 359.

33Cervin and Rhone v Costa Rica, ICSID (2017) 46



iii) Mr. Rett Eichel Cavanaugh prior involvement with the defendants casts a justifiable

doubt as to his independence and impartiality

56. The challenge to an arbitrator is governed by the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules of 2010

(hereinafter, “UNCITRAL Rules”).38[15] The UNCITRAL Rules provide that the

presence of justifiable doubt is a ground to challenge an arbitrator,39[16] to wit: “Any

arbitrator may be challenged if circumstances exist that give rise to justifiable doubts as

to the arbitrator’s impartiality or independence.”

57. Doubts are justifiable if a reasonable and informed third party would reach the conclusion

that there was a likelihood that the arbitrator may be influenced by factors other than the

merits of the case as presented by the parties in reaching his or her decision.40[17]

58. The UNCITRAL Rules do not provide a more specific list of such acts considered to give

rise to justifiable doubt. In practice, a majority of arbitral tribunals take guidance from

the International Bar Association (IBA) (hereinafter, “IBA Guidelines”) on circumstances

comprising justifiable doubt.41[18] Moreover, it is the very nature of guidelines to

supplement existing rules and laws and to provide guidance where little or none

exists.42[19]

59. The IBA Guidelines categorize certain acts into three lists: Red, Orange and Green.

These lists are non-exhaustive and detail specific situations that, depending on the facts

of a given case, give rise to justifiable doubts as to an arbitrator’s impartiality and

independence.

60. In circumstances enumerated under the Red List, an objective conflict of interest exists

from the point of view of a reasonable third person having knowledge of the relevant

facts and circumstances.43[20] The Orange List is a non-exhaustive list of specific

situations that, depending on the facts of a given case, may, in the eyes of the parties, give

43 IBA Guidelines, Art. 2(b).
42 IBA Guidelines, Arts. 2(d) & 3(a)
41 UNCITRAL Rules, Art. 12.
40 IBA Guidelines, Arts. 2(d) & 3(a).
39 UNCITRAL Rules, Art. 12.
38 PO2



rise to doubts as to the arbitrator’s impartiality or independence. The Green List is a

non-exhaustive list of specific situations where no appearance and no actual conflict of

interest exist from an objective point of view.

61. In this case, Mr. Rett Eichel Cavanaugh prior involvement with the defendants, falls

under the red list, in from the point of view of a reasonable third party, the appointment

give rise to doubts as to the arbitrator’s impartiality or independence.

62. In paragraph 60 of the uncontested facts, Centre for Integrity in Legal Services (herein

after CILS), alleged that Mr. Cavannaugh had received bribes from representatives of

Mekar Airservices to render a favourable decision. CILS leaked several sensitive case

materials to the press, including correspondence between Vemma and the SCC

Secretariat, in which Vemma opposed the Secretariat’s appointment of Mr. Cavannaugh

on the grounds that he had previously acted as arbitration counsel for various Mekari

State entities. Additionally, CILS released an audio-recording as part of its leaks,

allegedly capturing a conversation between Mr. Cavannaugh and a senior official from

Mekar Airservices, with the former accepting a bribe offered by the latter. The allegation,

coupled with the video and material leaked, are such that aised doubts in the mind of a

reasonable third party as to the impartiality of  Mr. Cavannaugh.

63. Also, The arbitral process of the Sinnoh Chamber of Commerce was such that

fundamentally breached transparency, the standard for transparency in arbitral cases was

set in The Metalclad case There should be no room for doubt or uncertainty. The

appointment of Mr. Rett Eichel Cavanaugh to adjudicate the dispute as contained in

paragraphs 58 of the uncontested facts, regardless of his previous dealing with the state of

Mekari, was such that raised room for doubt and uncertainty as to his impartial conduct

and arbitral award.

64. Furthermore, The General Standard 7(a) of the IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest in

International Arbitration of 22 May 2004 provides that, party shall inform the arbitrator,

the Arbitral Tribunal, the other parties and the arbitration institution or other appointing

authority (if any) about any direct or indirect relationship between it (or another company

of the same group of companies) and the arbitrator.



C. Arbitrary or Discriminatory Conduct

65. The terms “unreasonable” and “arbitrary” are not defined in investment treaties. Due to

their open-ended nature, they do not lend themselves to a clear-cut definition. Tribunals

assess whether a measure is arbitrary or unreasonable based on substantive and

procedural factors. Substantive factors relate to the measures’ rationality and

proportionality, while procedural factors overlap with denial of justice, lack of due

process or lack of due diligence44[21].

66. According to the tribunal in Saluka v The Czech Republic45[22], conduct is

discriminatory if similar cases are treated differently without reasonable justification.

67. The refusal to grant Caeli Airways subsidies provided under the Executive Order 9 of

2018 was discriminatory since all other airline companies received subsidies apart from

Caeli Airways and Larry Airways which were owned in large parts by foreign

investors46[23]. Caeli Airways was denied subsidies on the basis that Vemma Holding

had received subsidies from Bonooru, the home state. This reasoning is not sufficient

because other companies such as Star Wings and Jet-Green which had received greater

subsidies from their home state compared to Caeli Airways were granted these

subsidies.47[24]

68. In determining whether conduct is arbitrary, the arbitral tribunal in EDF Services Limited

v Romania48[25],  outlined arbitrary conduct to be either of the following:

a. Measures that inflict damages on an investor without serving any legitimate

purpose.

b. Measures not based on legal standard but on discretion, prejudice or personal

preference.

48 Facts, Paragraph 46
47 Facts, Paragraph 46

46 Heiskanen, V., Arbitrary and unreasonable measures, in Reinisch A. (ed.), Standards of
Investment Protection, OUP, 2008, pp. 87-110.

45 Id. at Art. 2(b).
44 Id. at Pg.. 3, ¶6.



c. Measures taken for reasons that are different from those put forward by the

decision maker.

d. Measures taken in willful disregard of due process and proper procedure.

69. We submit that the measures taken did not serve a legitimate purpose. The continued

imposition of airfare caps did not serve a legitimate purpose as the intended purpose of

the airfare caps was to stop Caeli from earning any supra competitive profits49[26]. This

purpose lapsed when the economic crisis ensued and the Claimant was not earning any

supra competitive profits let alone any profits yet they were still imposed.

70. Additionally, the Claimant submits that CCM’s investigation was based on prejudice and

personal preference stemming from Vemma’s association with the Moon Alliance

contrary to the requirement to be based on a legal standard50[27].

71. The standard for arbitrariness and discriminatory conduct deals with whether the act or

decision is justifiable and rational. Thus the tribunal in Saluka v. Czech Republic51[28]

“The measure will be considered 'unreasonable' if a justification or a rationale has in

fact been provided, but there is no reasonable (or rational) relationship between the

purported justification and a legitimate governmental policy”.

72. Discriminatory treatment arises where there is “unequal treatment of equal circumstances

without any justified motive.”52[29] The Respondent discriminated against the Claimant

by refusing to grant Claimant the subsidy under Order 9-2018. Regardless of ownership

structure, Claimant was an investor just like other airlines that received the subsidy.

Furthermore, the subsidy was granted to other airlines that received greater subsidies

from their home states than the Claimant.53[30]

53Facts, p.46

52 Lidercon v Peru, ICSID (2020), 169
51 PCA, Partial Award, 17 March 2006, para.460
50 Article 13 Arrakis-Mekar BIT (2006)

49 Facts, Paragraph 37.



73. In EDF v. Romania54[31] the tribunal established a more elaborate test for what counts as

an arbitrary measure which is as follows: (i) a measure that inflicts damages on the

investor without serving any apparent legitimate purpose; (ii) a measure that is not based

on legal standards but on discretion, prejudice or personal preference.

74. Claimant argues that the respondent’s conduct and policies were unreasonable and

discriminatory.

(i) Mekar’s measure inflicted damages on the investor without serving any apparent

legitimate purpose, thus was unreasonable

75. The standard of reasonableness as laid down in Saluka v. Czech Republic55[32] therefore

requires that the State’s conduct bears a reasonable relationship to some rational policy.

76. There was no rationality on the policy of CCM, to retain the air caps on Caeli Airways’

airfare especially in light of considerable decline of the Mekari Mon ( hereinafter MON )

and Mekari being in a state of inflation which led to a surge in costs of everyday items

and reduced consumer spending power there was also the rise of oil prices which led to

global sanctions on  two major oil-producing nations.

77. Thus with the rising inflation, there was no reasonable reason for CCM to have

maintained the air caps placed on Caeli. The effect of this is that it left Caeli Airways in a

state of deeper financial distress and put the claimant at a risk of insolvency, especially

due to its continued operation of old aircraft until this time.

(ii) Mekari’s measure were not based on legal standards but on discretion, prejudice or

personal preference but were discriminatory

78. To determine whether a measure is discriminatory, Tribunals inquire into the difference in

treatment between the foreign investor and the national investor, and whether such

difference is non-arbitrary and has a reasonable explanation. Specifically, a measure is

discriminatory when similar cases are treated differently without reasonable justification.

55 PCA, Partial Award, 17 March 2006, para.460
54 ICSID, Award, 8 October 2009, para.303



The standard of "non-discrimination" requires a rational justification of any differential

treatment.56[33]

79. (iii) Claimant argues that the measures and policies of Mekari were discriminatory with

no rational justification.

80. The executive order Executive Order 9-2018 passed by the president was discriminatory

against Vemma holdings, as the grant of subsidies to airlines, though was discretionary,

ought to be granted or refused based on reasonableness. There was no basis for which the

Appellant in this case was refused subsidies, especially in light of the fact that Caeli

Airways had to shut down several loss-making routes, return aircraft to their lessors

following the breakdown of sale and leaseback deals, lay off 30% of its staff, cancel

existing purchase orders, and ground large parts of its fleet.

81. The discriminatory conduct of the defendant was exhibited by the further violation of

article 9.7 of the Comprehensive Economic Partnership and Trade 5 Agreement (

Hereinafter CEPTA agreement) .

82. Article 9.7 provides “Each Party shall accord to an investor of the other Party and to a

covered investment, treatment no less favourable than the treatment it accords in like

situations, to investors of a third country and to their investments with respect to the

establishment, acquisition, expansion, conduct, operation, management, maintenance,

use, enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments in its territory.“

83. Claimant argues, that the National treatment provision was arbitrarily breached, as the

executive order 9-2018 issued by the president, that accorded to the defendants own

investment were refused the claimant arbitrarily especially in light of the fact that foreign

airlines such as Star Wings and JetGreen, both owned by holding groups from Arrakis,

received subsidies under this program despite having received subsidies from their home

States greater than Vemma received under the Horizon 2020 programme.

56 Saluka v. Czech Republic PCA, Partial Award, 17 March 2006, para.460



84. Claimant argues that the inflated interest rate for which the State-controlled bank of

Mekar purported to grant loan to the claimant was arbitrary. The reason canvassed in

support of such a high interest rate makes no rational and reasonable policy

consideration.

85. If indeed the bank of mekari, truthfully considered the claimants “debt, risky investment

choices by Caeli, and large fines payable to CCM”, this is the more reason why the

interest rate ought not be inflated. Since the above grounds of policy raised, simply

depicted an investor in dire financial challenges and in dire need of financial assistance.

86. The defendants bank would have acted in good faith to have given the claimant in this

case rate at the normal and reasonable interest that accrues.

D. Abusive treatment of investors such as duress.

87. Claimant Vemma holdings were under duress to sell its stake in Caeli to Mekar

Airservices. This can be seen from all the government executive orders and

discriminatory conduct especially in light of the facts that the LMP is a socialist

government who is against privatization.

88. The refusal to extend the subsidy to Caeli and the refusal of the requests from the deputy

CEO of Vemma and a member of Caeli’s board Ms. Yue Beifong for private meetings

with the Secretary for Civil Aviation and stronger aid measures were rejected. These acts

led to losses in vemma’s business which in turn put vemma holdings under duress to sell.

Argue sale to Merkari.

89. Claimant also argues that abusive treatment included the discriminatory conduct that

were put up by the defendants so as to put the claimant under duress to sell its shares in

Ceali. Thus Vemma is entitled to compensation.

90. D) Respondent Violated The Claimants’ Expectation Of Regulatory Stability



91. We submit that Article 9.9 (3) provides that legitimate expectations arise from specific

representations made to an investor to induce a covered investment57[34]. The Claimant

submits that according to the tribunal in CMS Gas Transmission Company v The

Republic of Argentina58[35] the law can give rise to a legitimate expectation as long as

the legislative act was enacted:

a. 1. To draw finances to a specific field of interest to the state and

b. 2. Provided clear and enforceable rights to individuals interested in that field

92. The Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Practice Act (MRTPA) whose provisions are

specific was revised to inspire investor confidence giving rise to a legitimate expectation

of regulatory stability. The respondent violated this legitimate expectation by irregularly

investigating Caeli Airways despite it having a lower market share than the required

standard set in the MRTPA59[36].

93. Owing to the above the tribunal should find that the Claimants’ legitimate expectation

was violated.In light of the submission that the Respondent violated CEPTA, the

Claimant hereby respectfully request the honorable tribunal to order the Respondent to

pay the Claimant a total of US$ 700 million, which is the appropriate compensation

standard in tandem with a fair market value in accordance with CEPTA and international

law stipulations.

59 Uncontested Facts Paragraph 36
58 CMS Gas Transmission Company v The Republic of Argentina ICSID Award (2005)
57 Article 9.9 CEPTA (2014)



PART IV: STANDARD OF COMPENSATION

94. In terms of paragraph 2 in Article 9.12 of Comprehensive Economic Partnership and

Trade Agreement read together with paragraph 1 of the same Article, compensation shall

amount to the fair market value of the investment at the time immediately before the

expropriation or the impending expropriation became known, whichever is earlier. This

logically follows that in awarding compensation the “fair market value” of the investment

is the epicenter in awarding compensation.

95. Furthermore, paragraph 3 in Article 9.12 of CEPTA provides that the compensation shall

include interest at a normal commercial rate from the date of expropriation until the date

of payment and shall, in order to be effective for the investor, be paid and made

transferable, without delay, to the country designated by the investor and in the currency

of the country of which the investor is a national or in any freely convertible currency

accepted by the investor. This provision stipulates that the compensation should also

include interest at a normal commercial rate and agreed currency in this case USD as the

Claimant proposed.

96. Fair market value refers to “price, expressed in terms of cash equivalents, at which

property would change hands between a hypothetical willing and able buyer and a

hypothetical willing and able seller, acting at arm’s length in an open and unrestricted

market, when neither is under compulsion to buy or sell and when both have reasonable

knowledge of the relevant facts.” In addition, fair market value can be understood as the

price at which a sale would take place between a willing seller and a willing buyer,

neither being under compulsion to trade nor having reasonable knowledge of the material

facts. In Parkerings-Compagniet AS v. Republic of Lithuania, the fair market value was

defined as the price a buyer would be willing to pay the seller under circumstances in

which each party had reliable information in order to maximize its financial gain and

neither party was under duress or threat. In Starrett Housing Corp. v. The Islamic

Republic of Iran fair market value was also defined as “the price that a willing buyer

would pay to a willing seller in circumstances in which each had good information, each

desired to maximize his financial gain, and neither was under duress or threat.”



97. Claimant submits that the fair market value should be the appropriate standard of

compensation rather than the market value. This is because (A) The most favoured nation

treatment makes fair market value the standard of compensation (B) Claimant has no

contributory fault.

A. The most favoured nation treatment makes fair market value the standard of

compensation

98. Claimant submits that the market value is in itself a breach of the most favoured nation

treatment provision stated in Article 9.7 of CEPTA and that the fair market value should

be the appropriate compensation standard.

99. The most favoured nation treatment in the CEPTA provides that Each Party shall accord

to an investor of the other Party and to a covered investment, treatment no less favourable

than the treatment it accords in like situations, to investors of a third country and to their

investments with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, conduct, operation,

management, maintenance, use, enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments in its

territory. Put in perspective, the treatment given to the Claimant by the Respondent with

regards to their investment cannot be less favourable than the treatment given to a third

party.

100. As noted by the Bayindir tribunal, MFN clauses are designed to "provide a level

playing field…between foreign investors from different countries". The National Grid

tribunal similarly noted that MFN clauses are "an important element to ensure that

foreign investors are treated on a basis of parity with other foreign investors and with

national investors when they invest abroad".

101. It was stated in the Ickale v Turkmenistan award that the legal effect of the MFN

clause, properly interpreted, is to prohibit discriminatory treatment of investments of

investors of a state party (the home state) in the territory of the other state (the host state)

when compared with the treatment accorded by the host state to investments of investors

of any third state.



102. In CME Czech Republic B.V. v Czech Republic, the tribunal held that the claimant's

argument for the determination of compensation to be based on fair market value because

of the most favoured nation clause was valid. The tribunal's reasoning was illustrated in

the light of the fact that the bilateral investment treaty between the United States of

America and the Czech Republic provided that the compensation shall be equivalent to

the fair market value. The award then stated that the Czech Republic was obligated to

provide no less than fair market value to the claimant regarding its investment .

103. In the BIT between Arrakis and Mekar, Article 13, which is on compensation,

provides that the standard of compensation to be used is the fair market value of the

investment immediately on the day before the measures inconsistent with the provisions

herein were taken by the host State.

104. It is thus apparent that the standard of compensation for Arrakis is the fair market

value, based on the most favoured nation treatment standard; claimant submits that the

tribunal should follow the reasoning of the tribunal in CME Czech Republic B.V. v Czech

Republic, put in context the standard of compensation that should be used in this dispute

should be the fair market value.

B. Claimant has no contributory fault

105. Claimant submits that it has no contributory fault to result in a reduction of damages.

Article 39 of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility provides that "[i]n the

determination of reparation, account shall be taken of the contribution to the injury by the

wilful or negligent action or omission of the injured State or any person or entity in

relation to whom reparation is sought." Arbitral tribunals have interpreted Article 39 of

the ILC Articles on State Responsibility in the sense of requiring that the claimants'

conduct be taken into account in determining compensation.

106. The tribunal in CME v. Czech Republic concluded that: International practice and the

decisions of international tribunals do not support the reduction or attenuation of

reparation of concurrent causes, except in cases of contributory fault.



107. Claimant argues that it has no contributory fault that will warrant the reduction of the

damages. Furthermore, the burden of proof rests on the Respondent to establish that

Claimant has a contributory fault.

108. As stated by the tribunal in Veteran Petroleum v Russia, not any contribution by the

injured party to the damage it has suffered will trigger a contributory fault. The

contribution must be material and significant. This was also noted in Hulley Enterprises v

Russia and Yukos Universal v Russia.

109. Flowing from this, Claimant submits that (1) Claimant's contribution is not material

and significant (2) Damages suffered were accrued from Respondent actions and

unforeseen circumstances.

1. Claimant's contribution is not material and significant

110. For contributory fault to be established as earlier stated, it is not enough to show that

the Claimant has a contributory fault; the contribution must be material and significant.

As stated by the tribunal in Bear Creek Mining Corporation v. Republic of Peru, there

must be a link between the acts or omissions of the Claimant and the damages suffered .

Whilst Claimant might not have been entirely faultless; the Claimant argues that its

contribution to the losses suffered was not material and significant. Claimant will be

referring to three instances to establish this assertion.

111. Firstly In 2012, the Claimant decided to offer low fare, long-distance flights into

Mekar. Although the Respondent might argue that it warned the Claimant against this,

this strategy was made to tap into the potential of the piqued tourist interest in Mekar .

This did not in any way contribute to the damage eventually suffered to the Claimant, and

the strategy paid off, as Caeli Airways was able to capitalise on a much larger demand -

both domestically, with an average increase of 21% from 2010 to 2013, and

internationally, with an average increase by 17% from 2010 to 2013 - than it had

expected and generated significant cash-flow. A decline in the fall and winter periods was

cushioned by the summer and spring revenues generated.



112. Secondly, due to the fall-winter decline, Mekar Airservices cautioned Claimant to

control expansion to avoid exorbitant costs; however, due to the 2013 earnings, Claimant

had a reasonable basis to believe that it would not be a problem . The Venma board then

decided to strategize by increasing the number of Caeli's international routes to offset the

losses incurred regionally during the fall-winter season. As Caeli Airways turned a net

profit over the whole year for the first time since its acquisition, this paid off.

Additionally, Its fall-winter losses were far lesser than those incurred in 2013.

Furthermore, in 2014, Claimant recorded a higher footfall.

113. Thirdly, in 2015 while it was the opinion of the Mekar Airservices that the profits

made by Venma should be injected to sort out its outstanding debts, it was the opinion of

the Claimant's that fleet expansion and slashed airfares would be more beneficial to Caeli

Airways. Claimant invested in the fleet expansion, and it yielded positive results as Caeli

became the only consistently profitable carrier on over half the routes to and from its base

airport, Phenac International .

114. The actions or omissions of the Claimant, whilst enthusiastic at times, were not the

reasons for the capitulation of Caeli Airways; instead, they helped Caeli airways to

thrive. As will be established subsequently, the capitulation of the Claimant was not its

own doing. The Claimant turned Caeli Airways into a profitable venture, as the positive

difference after the Claimant took over was clearer to see. When the

government-controlled Caeli Airways, it was making an operating profit but net loss at

the time . However, when Claimant stepped in between 2011 and 2013, Claimant realised

its modest early forecasts, and its operational costs did not overwhelm its revenues .

115. Having cited the empowering provisions of CEPTA and submitted clarification on the

definition of fair market value used in arriving at a claim of compensation, the Claimant

proceeds to establish the standard of compensation and further elaborate the reliable

approach employed to determine the fair market value to award the quantum. The issue

of determining the appropriate compensation was addressed in majority judgments that

both International Justices Courts and Tribunals laid down; therefore, we humbly submit

to this honorable tribunal to respectfully follow the already preceded judgments that were



adopted in the following cases. It is also within our knowledge that this tribunal is not

obliged to follow a passed precedent but rather be persuaded by the satisfactoryness of

the submission.

116. As set forth by the Permanent Court of International Justice in the seminal Chorzow

Factory case, damages must compensate for the injuries caused by the

internationally-unlawful act and re-establish the status quo that would have existed

but-for the wrongful act: The essential principle contained in the actual notion of an

illegal act is that reparation must, as far as possible, wipe out all the consequences of the

illegal act and re-establish the situation which would, in all probability, have existed if

that act had not been committed.

117. Fair market value should be measured at the time the investor suffered the injury that

gave rise to a right to compensation. The fair market value compensation must take into

account the future profitability of Caeli Airways, and given the continued demand for its

services in the Mekari market and abroad. In other words, the fair market value of Caeli

Airways would reflect the strong demand for its service and the predictability of revenue

streams. Accordingly, value should be determined by reference to the company’s

reasonably anticipated profitability using the discounted cash flow (DCF) method as one

of the methods laid down by the World Bank.

118. Following the above, to ascertain the fair market value the Claimant employs the

discounted cash flow (DCF) approach which basically values assets as the sum of

projected cash flows discounted at a rate that reflects the uncertainty or risk of those cash

flows. This approach was applied in Tidewater v. The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

The application of discounted cash flow approach was also endorsed in CMS v

Argentina. In Enron v Argentina the tribunal held that there is convincing evidence that

discount cash flow is a sound tool used internationally to value companies, albeit that it is

to be used with caution as it can give rise to speculation. Tribunals use discounted Cash

Flow Value as analysis to calculate compensation on the basis of future cash flows, with

additional factors such as indications on the market-based valuation and equitable



considerations. The discount factor also reflects the relative risk of the investment and the

normal return rate in comparable projects.

119. The discounted cash flow approach calculates the losses resulting from state’s treaty

breaches and compares the “actual scenario” (the present value of future cash

flows/earnings) taking into account the impact that the Respondent’s measures in breach

of the treaty have had on the Claimant’s investments. Thus, having established the

breaches by Mekar in the issue dealing with these breaches, the impact of Mekar’s

breaches on Vemma had a damaging impact on the Claimant’s investment. In addition,

but-for Mekar’s violation of CEPTA Vemma would not have sustained the amount of

losses it experience and the fair market value of the investment would have increased. In

addition, the profitability and demand of the services in the market reflect cash flow

which guarantees a higher amount for the stake as compared to the USD400 million paid

by the Respondent. It is clear that after thorough application of the DCF approach, the

Respondent should be ordered to pay the Claimant 700 million USD because Vemma has

received the only 400 million USD from Mekar upon the coerced sale of its assets which

leaves 700 million USD from the estimated fair market value of USD 1.1 billion. The

interest is to be calculated in accordance with paragraph 3 in Article 9.12 of CEPTA and

in USD as per this provision.



REQUEST FOR RELIEF

1. For the reasons stated herein, Claimant, Vemma Holdings Inc requests that the Tribunal:

A. DECLARE that the tribunal has the Jurisdiction to entertain the matter between Venma

Holding Incorporated and The Federal republic of Mekar.

B. GRANT The Leave Sought for Filing the Amicus Submission by The Consortium of

Bonoori Foreign Investors (CBFI) and REJECT the Submission by The Amici Curiae

presented by the external advisers to Mekar’s Committee on Reform on Public Utilities

(CRPU)

C. DECLARE that the Respondent treated the Claimant’s investment unfairly and inequitably

and thereby breached Chapter 9 of the CEPTA; and

D. ORDER Mekar to pay the Claimant 700 Million USD plus interest as of the date of the

violation in compensation corresponding to the “fair market value” of the investment

prior to the violation by Mekar, according to both principles of international law and the

most favoured nation obligation contained in CEPTA.

Respectfully Submitted,

Counsel for Claimant.


